Circular no. DPCL/TRade/01/2018

To,

Shipping Agents, Dhamra Port

Date: 25th Apr 2018

Trade Notice No: 01/2018 - Declaration cum Agency appointment reg.


This is to inform you that as per the gazette notification GSR 311(E) from the Ministry of Shipping dated 20.04.2012 regarding Merchant Shipping (Regulation of Entry of ships into Ports, Anchorage and Off shore facilities) Rule 2012, Letter of appointment as Vessel agent by the ship owner / Operator will be a mandatory declaration document for all vessels calling Dhamra Port.

In view of the above it is requested to provide Letter of appointment as Vessel agent by the ship owner / Operator with declaration documents while declaring vessels.

Format of the Declaration cum Agency appointment from owner/ operator is enclosed for forwarding to your principals.

This trade notice will come in to effect for vessels being declared on or after 0001 hrs on 01 May 2018.

You are requested to inform your principals accordingly. Your kind support and cooperation in this regard shall be highly appreciated.

For Dhamra Port Company Ltd.

[Signature]

Capt Pradyuat S. Patra
Head-Marine Services

CC: COO & CEO
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